
The Story of Dr. Farokh’s Master Score 

 

Master Score is an ensuing creation expert 
system designed to effectively support 
students and practitioners of classical 
homeopathy in determining which remedy to 
prescribe to their patients. 

 It integrates several features and mechanisms 
that make the practice of homeopathy not only 
more accessible and more promising but also a 
constant learning proficiency. 

The expert system signifies the thinking 
process of Dr.Farokh J.Master, who has an 
experience in classical homeopathy in hospital 
practice for more than 42 years. 

 

From Dr. Farokh Master: 

I have been analyzing my genuine cases for 
more than four decades, which has resulted in a 
rendition that is clearly above any expert 
system available so far. 



Master Score will be constantly updated and 
improved based upon new provings, inputs by 
new authors, and suggestions by the results of 
the users, and ongoing research into the 
convoluted nature of homeopathy. 

 

This expert system represents a new ethos in 
RadarOpus software, as the philosophy in every 
aspect of its continuous development is the 
maximization of the success rate of 
homeopaths and a focus on quality and maximum 
accuracy of the repertory testimony. 

 

 

 

The project was initiated in 2019; after the 
experience of many homeopaths who were 
disappointed by the existing expert system, as 
a result the suggested  system never showed 
persistent positive results. It was an enormous 
challenge to revisit the database and invent a 
new scoring system; with the knowledge of 



mathematical logic, probability, and data 
processing. I started doing research with my 
colleague Dr.Jayesh Dhingreja and developed an 
initial framework, and then built the confidence 
levels of the authors, various materia medicas, 
individual rubrics, their sources, cases cured, 
etc. The testing of those experiments 
confirmed that the method was producing 
consistent positive results. 

Subsequently, I and Dr.Jayesh expanded our 
research in the expert system development, 
repertory addition of new rubrics, new addition 
by other authors, and constantly judging the 
success rate using such information. In this 
process, a significant factor was strict control 
of the reliability of symptoms of repertory and 
materia medica. 

In June  2023, the first beta version of Master 
Score was released. Since then, we are 
constantly adding and upgrading its features 
and improving its performance and functionality, 
always committed to heaving up the homeopathy 



status by rendering homeopathic practice more 
successful and noteworthy.  

How to use Expert System 

Classical homeopathy is the most time-tested 
and effective form of homeopathy. It is 
entirely based on the teachings of Dr. Samuel 
Hahnemann (1755 – 1843), who developed the 
method after extensive observation and 
analysis of the reactions of the organism to 
ingesting substances.  

The practice of classical homeopathy is based 
on the careful observation of symptom 
combinations, which guide the practitioners of 
homoeopathy in choosing the right remedy.  

The reliable remedy selection process cannot be 
instinctual or based on metaphysical axiom , 
naval gazing, or subjective views of individual 
modern teachers. 

Practice of classical homeopathy always 
requires extensive and accurate information 
gathering from the patient, selecting the 



correct remedy in relatively straightforward 
way for patients in fundamentally good health.  

However, when chronic problems have resulted 
in a more compromised functioning of the 
organism's various complex controlling and 
defensive systems, the identification of the 
similimum presents a severe challenge to any 
homeopath.  

Such patients usually show symptoms or 
combinations of symptoms that indicate several 
remedies. The correct choice of a remedy can 
only be achieved by taking into account and 
weighing accurately a large number of 
parameters related to the patient's symptoms 
and their nature and by constantly confirming 
the candidate remedies by asking the patient-
relevant questions. This is where the Master 
Score will help to support you to identify the 
correct remedy by going through thousands of 
refrences in the data base in fraction of a 
second. 

Everyone knows that difficult and complicated 
cases requires  years of dedicated study, 



practice, and considerable skill. Historically only 
homeopaths with more than few decades or so 
of devoted practice could hope to solve such 
cases, and even then indeed not every time. 
Hence for beginers this system becomes a boon. 

Moving along these lines, myself and Dr.Jayesh 
Dhingreja  quickly observed that, using 
advanced algorithms, with grading systems of 
authors  brought excellent results in acute as 
well as chronic cases.  

 


